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Ah.sirrrc:l 
The longitudinal coupled bunch instability due to the 

t’undamental accelerating mode can to be suppressed by 
attaching an energy storage cavity to a normal conducting 
accclcrating cavity. Since the stored EM-energy in this 
system is very large, a small frequency dctuning is 
sufficient to compensate reactive part of the beam loading 
voltage induce by extreme high beam current in B-factory 
storage rings. In KEK B-factory cast, it is possible to USC 
;I normal conducting single cell accelerating cavity 
conncctcd to an energy storage cavity of I .2 m diameter 
by I.9 m length. The stored energy in this system is 8.3 
Joul, and the loaded Q is 7.2~ 1 04. The effective 
nnpcdance for the coupled bunch mode ( m=-1 ) is reduced 
to as low as 18 kC#ing. Since the growth time of the 
instabllity is 22 msec, which is comparable to the 
radiation damping time, this type of instability will not 
occur. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In B-factory storage ringsll,2], since extreme high beam 

currcnt must be accumulated, the coupled-bunch 
instabilities become very serious problem. Instabilities 
arc cxcitcd not only by the higher order modes(HOM) in 
RF-ca\,ity, but also by the fundamental accelerating mode 
~tscll’. To cure HOM problem, various type of damped 
cavity have been proposed. However, according to the 
longitudinal coupled-bunch instability due to the 
fundamental mode, no any realistic solution has been 
found out, except to use a super-conducting RF cavity 
with relatively higher accelerating field. 

Recently, the author131 proposed a possible 
solution to this problem, which uses an energy storage 
cavity connected to a normal conducting accelerating 
cavity. Due to large EM energy storc.d in the storage 
cavity, this system becomes quite stable against the 
longitudinal phase oscillation of the high current multi- 
bunch beam circulating in the storage ring. In this paper, 
concept of the storage cavity schcmc is explained briclly, 
then discussions are given on problems to realize this 
system in practical machine, such as KEK B-factory. 

II. THE STORAGE CAVITY SCHEME 
An accclcrating RF cavity is usually operated at off the 

rcsonancc in order to compcnsatc the reactive part of the 
boam loading voltage induce by the beam. In high beam 
current storage rings, this detuning frequency becomes 
quite large, and in a large storage ring it exceeds the 
revolution frequency of the beam. In this case, the 
~ouplcd bunch synchrotron oscillation of m#O mode is 

excited by the large impedance of the accelerating mode 
itself at the instability resonance. To eliminate this type 
of instability, it is essential to reduce the detuning 
frequency of the cavity, and also to reduce the impedance 
tail at the instability resonance. 
We here briefly review the cavity detuning. When a 

hcam is accelerated by the cavity voltage it induces a beam 
loading current in the rf cavity as its reaction. In electron 
or positron storage rings, in order to insure stability 
against phase oscillation the beam is accelerated at off the 
crest of the accelerating voltage. Therefore, the beam 
current lb is out of phase @ with the beam accelerating 
voltage, where 4 is called the synchronous phase. The 
real part of the beam loading power, Re(l/2Vclb*) = 
I/2vc!bcos@, is the time average of the net energy transfer 
utilized for beam acceleration. On the other hand, the 
imaginary part, 1/2Vclbsin$, is the reactive beam loading 
power, which can not be utilized for beam acceleration, 
and reflects back to the rf generator. Finally, it reduces 
the system power efficiency. In order to reduce this 
reflection power and to minimize the required generator 
power, the rf-cavity resonance is generally detuned from 
the generator frequency, and the imaginary part is 
compensated by bypassing through the resonator. The 
compensating condition is . . 

j&V, + & = lbsin@ 

Thus the detuning frequency required for compensation is 
1 

AU Ibsin* Im(;vclb*) 
-- 
uo - 2wocvc = 2w()wg ’ (2) 

where Wg is the energy stored in the cavity. This 
equation implies that the required frequency detuning is 
equal to the reactive energy flow per one cycle to the 
stored energy inside the cavity. Therefore, in order to 
minimize the frequency detuning we need to increase the 
stored energy. 

For this purpose, hem we introduce an energy storage 
cavity connected to a conventional single cell accelerating 
cavity as shown in Fig. 1. If the coupling between two 
cavities is sufficient, the electrical performances of total 
system become; 

(RlQhOL = ffp42)~. 
WA Aftor = AfA.r 

tot 
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101 = 1 f PSfPA (6) 

where the subscripts A, S and tot. represent the 
accclcrating cavity, the storage cavity and the total 
syslcm, respcctivcly. Since wc use a large volume storage 
cavity, it IS easy to store a large amount of EM energy. 
Thcrcl’orc as known by eqs. (3) and (4) the R/Q parameter 
of this system bccomcs much smaller than that in the case 
or only the acccleratmg cavity 1s used, and the dcluning 
frequency for the beam loading compensation becomes 
very small. If we use a low loss mode in the storage 
cavity, the total wall dissipation power does not increase 
so much, and this system shows quite high Q factors as 
tndicatcd by eq. (5). Both small frequency dctuning and a 
high Q-factor are very important to reduce and cancel out 
the lmpcdance tails at the instability resonances. 
Thcrcf’ore the present scheme can be one of the best 
solution to cure the multi-bunch longitudinal instability 
due to the fundamental accelerating mode. Since the 
shunt impedance of this system: eq. (6), is not degraded so 
much, wc can operate this system with reasonable RF 
input pov+cr. 

RF generator 

fo 

Energy Storage Cavity 

ws, Ps, Qs 

n 

Accelerating Cavity 

Fig. 1 An accelerating cavity connected to an energy 
StOlXgC cavity. 

III. APPLICATION TO 
THE KEK B-FACTORY 

In the KEK B-factory, we need to store a beam current 
ol‘ 2.6 ampcrcs in the low-energy ring, and 1.1 amperes in 
the high cncrgy ring in order to achieve the maximum 
design luminosity of 1 x 1034cm-zsec-1. Since the 
~ouplcd bunch instability problem is more severe in the 
low-energy ring than the high-energy ring, we discuss here 
oni) the low-cncrgy ring case. The principal machine 
parameters are listed in Table 1. WC assumed the 
maximum capable wall-dissipation power per one-cell of 
the accclcrating cavity to bc 60 kW. Then the cavity 
voltage bccomcs 0.6 MV per ccl1 and 22.2 MV per ring. 

WC use low loss mode of TEOi5 in the storage cavity. 
Such mode has been successfully used as a high-power 
storage cavity in an i-f-pulse compressor system of SLED 
at S-band Irequcncy. The cavity dimensions at 508 MHz 
become a length of 1.9 m and a diameter of 1.2 m. The 

unladed Q-value is 2.6 x 105. We connect this storage 
cavity to a conventional accelerating cavity as shown in 
Fig. 2. We assumed a single cell pillbox type accelerating 
cavity, which has a HOM damping structure of “Choke 
Mode Cavity”[4]. The shunt impedance of this cavity 
without connecting to the storage cavity is 6.3 Mfi/cell, 
which includes a degradation of -25% due to the wall 
dissipation power in the choke HOM damping structure. 

The field intensity ratio: HS/HA between the storage 
cavity and the accelerating cavity is a free parameter. If we 
increase the field intensity in the storage cavity, we can 
store larger energy, but the wall dissipation power in the 
storage cavity becomes large. On the other hand, if we 
choose the field intensity in the storage cavity to be low, 
the total stored energy becomes small, as a results the 
detuning frequency becomes large again and the instability 
will occur. Here we choose the field intensity ratio at 0.5. 
Electrical performance of this system is summarized in 
Table 2. The total stored energy is 8.3 Joul, which is 
twelve time larger than that in the case of using only the 
accelerating cavity. As a consequence, the detuning 
frequency is only - 15 kHz at the maximum beam current 
of 2.6 amperes, which is much smaller than the beam 
revolution frequency of 99.3 kHz. The system has a very 
high loaded-Q of 7.2 x 104, this is comparable parameter 
with that in a super conducting cavity system. Because of 
this high Q-factor and the small frequency detuning, the 
impedance tail becomes very small and the impedance 
cancellation works well between the damping and anti- 
damping mode, finally the effective impedance for the 
coupled-bunch mode of m=-1 becomes 18 kL?/ring. 
Since the growth time of the instability is 22 msec, and 
this is comparable to the radiation damping time, this 
type of instability will not occur. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Cure of parasitic coupled resonator modes. 

Since the proposed system is a kind of coupled 
resonator, it is inherent to have multiple resonances 
according to the number of cavities. Two-cavity-coupled 
system shows two different modes( zero and x ) according 
to the phase difference between the two cavities. If WC use 
the r-mode for beam acceleration, another zero-mode will 
appear near lo the accelerating frequency, and may cause 
the same instability. To cure this parasitic mode is 
therefore a key issue in using this type of coupled cavity 
system. 

Re.ccntly, Y. Yamazaki and T. Kageyama[S] proposed a 
scheme of a three-cavity system to solve this problem. 
They introduced a coupler cavity between the accelerating 
and the storage cavity. The 7r/2 mode is used for beam 
acceleration. The parasitic impedance of zero and x-modes 
are effectively damped by a coupler installed in the 
coupling cavity, while minimal effect on the accelerating 
cavity. At the same time, since the impedance 
distributions of zero and n mode are almost symmetry 
around the accelerating n/2 mode, the impedance 
cancellation will work well between two parasitic modes. 
As a consequence, the residual impedance due to the 
parasitic mode can bc made lower than the instability 
thresholds of R+-R- < 290 R/cavity. 
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B Cure qf the higher order modes in the accelerating 
C,‘il!Jf 1)‘. 

The choke mode cavity141 will be one of the most 
huitablc structure to cffcctively damp all of the higher 
order modes in the accclcrating cavity. It is possible to 
;chlcvc damped Q-value of less than 10 for the most 
dangerous mode of TM1 IO by optimizing the choke 
\tructurc[(,]. Since the choke mode cavity has perfect 
cl lrndrrcal symmetry, the heat density of wall power 
dissipation is very uniform and there is no heat 
concentration at any point. Thercforc, WC may apply 
higher acceleration voltage per cell, and reduce the total 
number of cavity around the ring. This is an important 
factor to reduce the instability impedance for both of the 
hlghcr order modes and the fundamental mode. The total 
‘I’M0 I I mode impedance is SO k!%n/ring. 
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T.4BLE 1: 
Principal Machine Paramctcr of KEK B-factory 

( low energy ring ) 

Beam Energy E 
!&am Current 
Kcvolution Frcqucncy zcv 
RF I‘reclucncy fo 
Total CaviLy Vollagc 
Energy Loss per Turn 
Synchronous Phase @ 
SJ,nchrotron Frequency fs 
C’av1ty Vol1agc \‘C 

Number of Cells 

3.5 GeV 
2.6 A 
99.3 kHz 
508.6 MHz 
22 MV 
0.95 MV 
x7.5 deg. 
6.9 kHz 
0.6 MV/ccl I 
37 

TABLE 2 : Performance of 
the Storage Cavity Coupled System 

Stored Energy / unit 
in accekrating cavity WA 

in storage cavily ws 
in total system. W tot 
Wall Dissipation Power / unit 
in accelerating cavity PA 
in storage cavity ps 
Beam acceleration power Pb 
Input RF-power / unit Pin 
Shunt Impedance Rtot 

(RiQhot 
Unloaded-Q 
Optimum Coupling P 

0.68 Joul 
7.6 Joul 
8.3 Joul 

57 kW 
93 kW 
67 kW 
217 kW 
2.4 MO/cell 

13.6 R / cell 
1.76 x lo5 

1.45 

Loaded-Q QL 7.2 x lo4 
Dctuning Frequency Af - 15 kHz 
Effective Impedance 

for the coupled-bunch modc( m = -1 ) 

Xi-R- 18.0 kiZ / ring 
Growth Time of the Instability 22 msec 

Total sy*tem 
R/Q : l-3.6 0 
aL.7.2x104 

dstunlng ~1 = -15 ktiz 
(a, 2.6 A beam curlent ) 

ra o’Hs!h.-05 

-------- Accelerating cavi,y 

Acceleration Voltage 0.6 MV 
Stored Energy 0.66 Joul 
WSII LOSS Power 57 kW 
Beam Power 67 kW 

Fig. 2 Proposed accelerating rf cavity 
for KEK B-factory. 
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